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We hope this has been a blessed 

Lenten Season for you.  It most 

certainly has been for the 

Oblates of the Virgin Mary! 

Video technology played an 

important part in the Final Vows 

and Diaconate Ordina"on of 

Deacon Paul Nguyen, OMV.  

These wonderful events, taking 

place on February 9 and 10 

respec"vely, were captured in a 

couple of ways.  Brand-new and 

more light-sensi"ve video 

streaming cameras, recently 

installed at Boston’s St. Clement 

Shrine, were ac"vated for the 

February 9th Final Vows 

ceremony.  Though sound synch 

was just a bit off due to a 

possible so1ware issue, the 

resul"ng video was quite 

impressive and brought people 

closer to this special event.  To 

view the video, visit this link:  

h4ps://youtu.be/05Rh1Frz8fQ 

The next day, another video was 

streamed, and this was of Br. 

Paul’s ordina"on to the 

transi"onal diaconate.  To view 
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In this drama"c image, Deacon Paul Nguyen, OMV lies prostrate during the Litany of Saints 

just before he is ordained to the transi"onal diaconate at Boston’s St. Clement Shrine.  This is 

a frame grab from the highlight video filmed and edited by postulant Jorge Sanchez. 

(continued	on	page	2)	

Fr. Tim Gallagher, OMV, flanked by two portraits of Venerable Bruno Lanteri, speaks to 

the audience in this photo taken of the EWTN broadcast. 
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the video, visit this link:  h4ps://youtu.be/mlebGF6GST0 

If you would like to see a short highlight video instead of the full-length 

produc"ons, we have that for you as well.  This is thanks to the skills of 

postulant Jorge Sanchez, who studied film in college and used his skills to 

capture some nice footage, edi"ng it into an inspiring highlight video.  To see 

it, visit this link:  h4ps://youtu.be/UiSCJVQkmUA.  Congratula"ons, Deacon 

Paul Nguyen, OMV!  And thanks Jorge! 

In other news, the first-ever professionally-produced TV series on the 

spirituality of OMV Founder Venerable Bruno Lanteri is being broadcast 

during these days on EWTN, the Eternal World Television Network.  En"tled 

“Venerable Bruno’s Spiritual Direc"on for Lay People,” the series is hosted by 

Fr. Tim Gallagher, OMV and is being shown from February 26 through March 

2 at 6:30 p.m. (Eastern Time) each evening.  There are night-"me encore 

presenta"ons from February 27—March 3 at 2:30 a.m. (Eastern Time).  

Remember that EWTN streams its programming live on the Internet.  Visit  

h4p://www.ewtn.com/mul"media/live_player.asp?sat=dome  and no"ce 

that on the right hand bar is a list of streaming choices, such as North 

America, Asia-Pacific, and Africa. 

The “Nunc Coepi Extras” con"nue to be uploaded to our OMV Internazionale 

YouTube Channel.  These include videos in Italian, English, and French.  To see 

the channel and its videos, visit h4ps://www.youtube.com/channel/

UCGByokYSF8f0F3XLKvu9tLQ/videos 

You may have no"ced our MMM has a new look.  The new color scheme is 

intended to more closely match the colors of many of our new websites and 

printed materials. 

Finally, our series on 

“Monthly Movie Musings” 

con"nues on the next page as 

the mo"on picture industry 

considers what was once 

unthinkable — shoo"ng and 

releasing mo"on picture films 

without using mo"on picture 

film.  The drama"c rise of 

digital cinema is the subject 

for this month’s “Monthly 

Movie Musings.” 

Have a blessed Lent and Holy 

Week and we will see you on 

April 1st — Easter Sunday! 

New	Deacon,	New	Lanterian…	(continued)	

Did	You	Know…?	

• That the pope recently 

met with the arts 

movement “Diakonia of 

Beauty”? (Image from 

Va"can Media). 

• That this movement has 

as its aim to bring ar"sts 

back to the Church and 

the Church to ar"sts 

through prayer, 

educa"on, and financial 

support? 

• That the movement 

includes ar"sts, singers, 

dancers, and others? 

• Read more here:  h4p://

www.va"cannews.va/en/

pope/news/2018-02/pope

-to-arts-movement--make

-god-s-love-visible-with-

your-talents.html 

Our Oblates of the Virgin Mary in the Philippines are always busy.  They have published materials 

to promote voca"ons.  They also have an ac"ve presence on their website and on Facebook. 
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Monthly Movie Musings — Part Five 

Digital	Cinema	Changes	the	Moviemaking	Landscape 

By	Fr.	John	Wykes,	OMV 

It was back in 2002 when my sister and I had 

a chance to see Star Wars Episode II — The 

A�ack of the Clones.  We went to the theater 

where some interes"ng choices were 

presented.  We could see the movie on good 

ol’ fashioned 35 mm. film, or we could pay 

extra to see the show as a digital projec"on.  

We chose the la4er and were impressed by 

the rock solid images and total absence of 

hair and scratches that o1en accompanied 

35 mm. projec"on. 

 

Not everyone was impressed.  Many people 

lamented the poor resolu"on of the new 

system.  Yes, you heard correctly.  Mo"on 

picture film, especially 35mm film and larger 

formats, have very fine film grain — so fine 

that you really need a good microscope to 

see it. Add the subtlety of color tones, robust 

handling of high contrast situa"ons, and a very impressive dynamic range (being able to “capture” things in very 

dark places and very light places without losing detail) made 35mm film the format of choice for serious 

moviemaking. 

 

Excited by digital possibili"es, Star Wars director George Lucas did something that many thought was just plain 

crazy — shoo"ng his mul"-million dollar Episode II opus on what amount to video, not film.  He used special 

Sony Cine Alta cameras that captured digital images in a way that was almost iden"cal to digital video.  But 

there were some subtle changes.  For one, the frame rate was 24 frames per second (the same as tradi"onal 35 

mm film), not 30 frames per second (the tradi"onal frame rate of video).  Addi"onally, this camera could shoot 

what might be called the equivalent of 2K, that  is, even more resolu"on than HD video.   

 

So it was “video,” in a sense, but really wasn’t.  It was a digital video image that was carefully cra1ed to match 

the a4ributes of film.  There was a name for this new technology:  digital cinema. 

 

Though a number of film aficionados balked at the new technology, it was very clear that changes were afoot.  

In short, video/digital technology was geTng so good that it was in a posi"on to replace — permanently — 

professional mo"on picture film. 

 

(continued	on	page	4)	

The Sony Cine Alta camera shown above was used to shoot Star Wars 

Episode II back in the early 2000’s.  It could capture 2K digital images 

(slightly be4er than Blu-ray resolu"on) and cost in the neighborhood of 

$30,000—$40,000. 
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It would s"ll be a 

number of years 

before digital cinema 

technology would 

become available to 

independent 

filmmakers, but when 

manufacturers 

started churning out 

sub-$10,000 cameras 

that shot in HD and in 

the all-important 24 

fps (frames per 

second), digital 

cinema really took off 

for the independent 

filmmaking world as 

well. 

 

By the early 2010’s digital cinema was becoming much more commonplace.  Film was not quite dead and some 

directors, like Steven Spielberg and J.J. Abrams, enthusias"cally insisted on their preference for celluloid.  But 

the lower costs of both shoo"ng and distribu"ng in digital made it the ideal moviemaking format for most 

studios.  Nowadays most “films” are shot on a digital format and distributed via DCP (digital cinema package).  It 

is the DCP, not the old fashioned 35mm. mo"on picture reels, that is used to project the vast majority of films 

that are screened in movie theaters. 

 

As the work of 

independent 

filmmakers started to 

look more and more 

professional, the 

movie industry once 

again sought to jump 

ahead in the race by 

resor"ng to all kinds of 

interes"ng (and some 

"mes doomed) ways of 

presen"ng movies.  

The hits and misses of 

digital cinema are 

coming next month.  

Stay tuned! 

 

Monthly	Movie	Musings	—	Part	Five	(continued	from	page	3)	

James Bond waits for his contact at a Shanghai bar in this scene from Skyfall (2012).  Roger 

Deakins’ work as cinematographer on this spy film turned a lot of heads, most especially since 

mo"on picture film was not used to shoot the movie.  That the most beau"fully photographed 

James Bond film in the history of the franchise was shot using digital cinema (using the Arri Alexa 

camera) put to rest any lingering doubts about the medium’s ability to capture visual subtle"es.  

The film was nominated for a Best Cinematography Oscar and Deakins is generally considered to be 

the world’s greatest living cinematographer.  Image copyright 2012 United Ar"sts. 

This author (Fr. John Wykes, OMV) and our cinematographer Alex Peacher had some lengthy 

discussions about how to capture images for Nunc Coepi — The Life of Venerable Bruno Lanteri 

(2016).  A1er some back-and-forth, we eventually decided upon filming the documentary using HD 

(1920 x 1080 resolu"on) at the film-like frame rate of 24 fps and with a cinema"c aspect ra"o 

(overall shape of the frame) of 2.2:1.  Image copyright 2016 by the Oblates of the Virgin Mary. 


